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Abstract The application of time–temperature superposi-

tion principle (TTSP) to orthotropic creep in dry Chinese

fir (Cunninghamia lanceolata [Lamb.] Hook.) was inves-

tigated through a sequence of short-term tensile creep for

longitudinal (L), radial (R), and tangential (T) specimens in

the temperature range of 30–150 �C. A visual assessment

for the validity of TTSP was carried out by applying the

approximated complex plane (ACP). The results showed

that TTSP was well matched for R and T specimens using

horizontal shift factor to construct master curves. As for L

specimen, an additional vertical shift factor was applied to

construct a smooth master curve, owing to the temperature-

dependent compliance. Based on the application of ACP,

the creep model governed by a power law was proposed to

successfully depict the master curve for each main anatomy

direction. The present study partially provided the firsthand

data in verifying the applicability of TTSP of the ortho-

tropic viscoelasticity of Chinese fir wood, and successfully

constructed the rheological model to predict the orthotropic

creep response. More importantly, the result can function

as the base to the structural safety designs for the engi-

neering structures of Chinese fir in practice.

Keywords Chinese fir � Orthotropic creep � Time–

temperature superposition principle � Power law model

Introduction

Wood, like most polymeric materials, exhibits a vis-

coelastic behavior depending on both temperature and the

duration of the applied stress. The time-dependent behav-

ior, such as creep and relaxation, of wood is of critical

importance in engineering applications [1–4]. For this

reason, it is desirable to investigate the viscoelastic

behavior of wood over time scales that extend as long as

the working life of wooden products. Unfortunately,

practical considerations limit a lengthy creep or relaxation

test, and an alternative approach to determine the time-

dependent behavior of wood is to use the time–temperature

superposition principle (TTSP) to obtain an extended range

of time. The TTSP is based upon the theory that increasing

the temperature is equivalent to stretching the real time of

the viscoelastic response [5–9]. In this approach, vis-

coelastic properties can be determined by static measure-

ments (e.g., creep or stress relaxation) or by dynamic

measurements using frequency-multiplexing experiments

over a wide range of temperatures. By selecting a reference

curve at the desired temperature and shifting the data at

other temperatures to the reference temperature (horizontal

shifts on the log time or log frequency axis), a master curve

is generated over several decades of time or frequency

domain. The curve can be used to predict the long-term

effects of stress/strain on wood properties.
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The empirical relationship between temperature and

time effect of stress/strain on deformation and relaxation

processes (i.e., the horizontal shift factor required to

transpose the temperature effect to the corresponding time

effect) is formulated in two well-known mathematical

functions: William–Landel–Ferry (WLF) equation and

Arrhenius law. The WLF equation, enunciated by Williams

et al. [10], is given by Eq. (1), and the activation energy

(DH) can also be expressed by WLF equation using

Eq. (2):

log aT ¼ �C1ðT � T0Þ=½C2 þ ðT � T0Þ�; ð1Þ
DH ¼ R � dðlog aTÞ=dT ; ð2Þ

where aT is the horizontal shift factor on the log time axis

to transpose the creep or relaxation value at short time and

higher temperature to the appropriate time scale expected

at a lower temperature, T the measurement temperature, T0

the reference temperature, C1 and C2 two WLF constants,

and R the universal gas constant. The WLF equation

describes the time–temperature stress/strain response

behavior of a polymer at/near its glass transition tempera-

ture, which is suitable to be used for amorphous polymer

systems. The Arrhenius law is usually used to relate the

horizontal shift factor with respect to temperature and is

given by

log aT ¼ DH=2:303R � ð1=T � 1=T0Þ; ð3Þ

where aT is the horizontal shift factor, DH the activation

energy, T the measurement temperature, T0 the reference

temperature, and R the universal gas constant. The Arrhe-

nius law is typically used to determine the activation

energy associated with the glass transition process.

Research has shown that TTSP was originally developed

for amorphous polymers. However, wood is a composite

biopolymer consisting of cellulose, hemicelluloses and

lignin, and the time-dependent behavior of wood is deter-

mined by both oriented crystalline cellulose and

amorphous matrix made up of lignin and a variety of

hemicelluloses. Given multiple transition regions from the

thermorheological point, the TTSP’s applicability to wood

is sometimes controversial [8–15]. Macroscopically, wood

is normally described as an anisotropic material with

unique and independent mechanical behaviors in three

mutually perpendicular directions: longitudinal direction,

radial and tangential directions in the transverse plane

[16–18]. In general, investigators study of TTSP’s appli-

cability to wood mainly focuses on the longitudinal or

radial direction, but rarely provides a comprehensive

dataset of TTSP’s applicability among the three directions.

The objective of this study was to evaluate the appli-

cability of TTSP in longitudinal, radial, and tangential

directions for dry wood and observe the orthotropic creep

using TTSP. Additionally, a generic creep model applica-

ble in three main anatomy directions for dry wood was

identified as well for obtaining the creep behavior over

reasonable time periods.

Materials and methods

Wood material

Specimens for creep tests were cut successively within the

same growth ring ranges and free of any visual defects in

the heartwood part of Chinese fir (Cunninghamia lanceo-

lata [Lamb.] Hook.) logs. Specimens with longitudinal (L),

radial (R) and tangential (T) grain directions were prepared

as shown in Fig. 1, and the dimension of the specimens

was 35 mm 9 6 mm 9 1.5 mm. All the specimens were

dried in a sealed container with anhydrous phosphorus

pentoxide (P2O5) at room temperature until no weight loss

was observed (not less than 2 weeks). The corresponding

moisture content value and raw density of specimens were

about 0.6% and 0.37 g/cm3, respectively.

Fig. 1 Specimens in three

directions. a Longitudinal,

b radial, and c tangential
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Experimental methods

Creep behavior was performed on a dynamic mechanical

analyzer (DMA 2980, TA Instruments) using a dry air

purge of the sample chamber with tensile clamp, and a

distance of 17 mm between clamping midpoints was used

(Fig. 2). To make sure the specimen was straight, a pre-

load force of 0.01 N was applied briefly. Subsequently,

each specimen was subjected to isothermal creep segments

for 20 min at each 10 �C interval in a temperature range of

30–150 �C, and 20 min equilibration/recovery periods

were inserted between creep segments, as illustrated in

Fig. 3.

The limit of linearity was determined using a stress–

strain sweep, for which the L, R, and T specimens were

deformed with increasing stress, respectively. Generally,

wood behaved linearly up to 50% of the ultimate stress

[2, 19]. Dried specimens were heated to the maximum

experimental temperature 150 �C at 10 �C/min and held

there for 10 min before the stress–strain sweep. The ulti-

mate tensile stress of L specimen was not reached owing to

the 2.1 MPa maximum stress of DMA 2980; therefore, the

stress value of 1.3 MPa was selected. With regard to the R

and T specimens, the stress level was set as 20% of ulti-

mate tensile stress (2.0 MPa in R and 0.8 MPa in T), i.e.,

stress values were 0.40 MPa, and 0.16 MPa for the R and T

specimens, respectively.

Data analysis

A representation relying on the use of the ‘‘approximated

complex plane’’ (ACP), proposed by Dlouhá et al. [8], was

used to analyze the creep data in this study. This method

allowed the data from static tests to be represented in

complex plot in the same way as a Cole–Cole graph using

complex modulus (E0 with respect to E00) for dynamic tests.

According to Alfrey’s approximation [20], the storage

compliance J0 and loss compliance J00 components of

complex compliance were applied for static test and can be

written as:

J0 � Jðlog tÞ; ð4Þ

J00 � p=2 � dJ=dðln tÞ � p=2 lnð10Þ � dJðlog tÞ=d log t;

ð5Þ

where t is the creep time and J the creep compliance.

The ACP is based on a visual assessment of the trajec-

tories in the complex planes (J00 with respect to J0), which

can be understood as a type of phase diagram presenting

the slope against the value, relative to the function J(log t).

The assumption of TTSP requires that individual creep

curves induce one continuous curve in the ACP, as this

would ensure that not only the values of the J(log t) func-

tions match, but also the slope. Furthermore, the ACP is a

convenient way to represent synthesized viscoelastic

properties of wood [8].

Results and discussion

Building of the master curve using log t shifts

Short-term experimental data for increasing temperature

levels were obtained, and a sequence of curves for L, R,

and T specimens were plotted as compliance versus time

with log scale (Fig. 4). The individual creep curves in the

left panel of Fig. 4 represent the creep compliance changes

over 20 min for 13 temperature levels (10 �C intervals in

the range 30–150 �C). The curves showed the expected

Fig. 2 Illustration of mounted sample ready for tensile mode of

loading

Fig. 3 Applied cycling schedule. tc Creep time; tr recovery time
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response from isothermal creep segments: increasing creep

compliance with time and temperature for each specimen

irrespective of grain orientation [2, 7, 21]. There were

differences in compliance among the specimens with three

grain orientations. Compliance for L specimen was sig-

nificantly lower than that for the R and T specimens, and

the T specimen was higher than the R specimen almost

twice. This result was consistent with previous studies

[2, 14, 22]. The formation in anatomical structure could

explain the differences of wood mechanical behavior

among the L, R, and T specimens. Tracheids are strictly

aligned in the L direction, which provide mechanical

integrity to counteract load and influence the higher stiff-

ness and lower compliance for the L specimen [23, 24]. For

the transverse (R and T) specimens, some researchers sta-

ted that ray tissue acting as stiffening ribs in the R direction

contributed to lower compliance comparison with that for

the T specimen [3, 4]. Meanwhile, the cellulose microfib-

rils are distorted by pits in the L direction giving the radial

cell wall lower compliance [3]. Moreover, the irregular

polygonal cell structure in softwood might make the tan-

gential compliance higher [25, 26].

The right panel of Fig. 4 demonstrates the master curve

that takes 30 �C as the reference temperature and shifts the

raw data curves at other temperatures horizontally along

the log t axis to the 30 �C curve for each specimen. Thus,

from a family of raw data curves at different temperatures,

an overlapped master curve was generated for each speci-

men providing creep compliance values for an extended

time period at the reference temperature. The extended

time scale of master curves was dependent on grain ori-

entation: the extended time for R and T specimens was

similar, obviously longer than that for L specimen (Fig. 4).

The creep time extrapolated to about 104, 106, and 106 s

from 20 min isothermal creep test in this study for L, R,

and T specimens, respectively. Furthermore, the overlap-

ping curves of R and T specimens were quite well matched

than that of the L specimen.

The horizontal shift factor recorded the horizontal

movement for each creep segment and represented the ratio

of relaxation times relative to those at the reference tem-

perature (i.e., the shift factor required to transpose the

temperature effect to the corresponding time effect). Fig-

ure 5 illustrates the horizontal shift factor values of 13

creep curves (30–150 �C) determined in all orthotropic

directions, and the increased trend in the magnitude of the

horizontal shift factor with elevating temperature was also

found. The negative values of the horizontal shift factor

indicated that the time needed for a given deformation was

reduced and the creep was accelerated at higher

temperature.

By fitting the horizontal shift factor data into the WLF

equation and Arrhenius law, the solid line and dotted curve

were plotted as shown in Fig. 5. Compared to the Arrhe-

nius law, the WLF equation provided a better fitting with

the horizontal shift factor over the entire temperature range

in all orthotropic directions. The deviation from Arrhenius

behavior indicated that a different type of dissipative

mechanism occurred during the experiment. In general,

standard error values can be used to evaluate the perfor-

mance of model fitting. Based on Ferry [27], a successful

fit result was obtained when the standard error value was

less than 20. Table 1 presents the values of C1 and C2 of

the WLF equation based on the horizontal shift factor, as

well as the standard error and activation energy calculated

from the two mathematical models, respectively. Accord-

ing to the values of standard error, only the excellent fit of

the horizontal shift factor to the WLF equation (standard

error of estimate\ 9.19) was observed under the test

condition. The values of activation energy determined by

Arrhenius law were lower than those calculated by the

WLF equation. This result was in agreement with the

earlier study [14].

a

b

c

Fig. 4 (Right panel) Master curves obtained by shifting individual

raw data curves (left panel) along log t for the L (a), R (b) and T

(c) specimens. Curves measured at 30 �C are taken as a reference
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The horizontal shift factor plots between R and T

specimens were relatively similar, while the L specimen

presented lower absolute value, as shown in Fig. 5.

Moreover, the slope of the horizontal shift factor plots in

proportion to the activation energy was also different

among the L, R, and T specimens. The activation energy

associates with a mechanism of internal friction, which is

defined as the difference in the energy between the atoms

or molecules in an activated configuration, and the corre-

sponding atoms or molecules in their initial configurations

[14]. The activation energy values for L, R, and T speci-

mens are presented in Table 1. According to the WLF

equation, the values of activation energy for L, R, and T

specimens were 12.36, 16.21, and 22.80 kcal mole-1,

respectively. Gamalath [28] reported that the activation

energy of wood was 16.77–33.77 kcal mole-1. Bond et al.

[29] stated that the activation energy of Douglas fir

(Pseudotsuga menziesii) at 9% moisture content was

15.5 kcal mole-1 in tension parallel to the grain. The lower

activation energy in the L specimen may be attributed to

the stress modes, reference temperature, moisture content,

and grain orientation. In general, the activation energy

increased with increasing creep compliance because, as

creep increased, greater distortions of bond angles and

chain rotations occurred and a larger amount of energy was

dissipated, resulting in a higher activation energy [3, 14].

This general trend was in agreement with the largest creep

compliance and most activation energy obtained for the T

specimen in this study and was confirmed by Placet et al.

[14] as well.

Examination of experimental data in the ACP

To build a visual assessment of the master curve, the ACP

was applied in all directions (Fig. 6). For R and T speci-

mens, a continuously linear approximation consisted of the

individual creep curves observed in the ACP. However, the

ACP showed that the final overlapping was poor for the L

specimen, and the same slope but different intercept of the

trajectory with the J0-axis was found for individual creep

curves. The structural arrangement of the wood cell wall

can be viewed as a fiber composite system by cellulose

microfibrils and hemicellulose–lignin matrix [24, 30]. In

tensile tests, highly crystalline cellulose microfibrils dom-

inated the creep behavior of the L specimen, while amor-

phous hemicellulose–lignin matrix was more pronounced

for the R and T specimens [30–32]. When tensile stress was

applied to the L specimen, the external stress induced

specific molecular deformations of the cellulose microfib-

rils. The reorientation of cellulose microfibrils and the

stretching of the C–O–C bridge between two glucose

molecules in a cellulose microfibril caused the cellulose

microfibrils to be regularly aggregated toward the cell axis.

More importantly, temperature could aggravate the specific

molecular deformations of the cellulose microfibrils (i.e.,

the oriented aggregation), resulting in temperature-depen-

dent compliance (denoted here as the J–T effect)

Fig. 5 Horizontal shift factor aT (symbols) used to construct master

curves at reference temperature 30 �C for the L (a), R (b), and T

(c) specimens, and fit of the horizontal shift factor variation to the

WLF equation (solid line) and Arrhenius law (dotted line). L (J–

T effect) in a experimental data corrected by the vertical factor bT for

L specimen
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[24, 33–35]. According to some researches [12, 13, 36, 37],

TTSP was applicable to amorphous polymers. The regu-

larly oriented aggregation of highly crystalline cellulose

microfibrils with the elevating temperature might result in

an additional burden for the application of TTSP. Landel

and Nielsen [36] suggested that the TTSP could be applied

to most polymers, as long as a vertical shift factor, which

was strongly dependent on temperature, was employed. A

vertical shift factor bT was introduced in this study

accounting for the J–T effect [38], and the corrected

compliance J(t)b was written as Eq. (6):

JðtÞb ¼ JðtÞ=bT ; ð6Þ

where J(t) is the creep compliance.

Based on the J–T effect, a homothetic transformation of

longitudinal creep curves in the ACP was performed to

eliminate the influence of temperature on compliance. The

vertical shift factor bT was adjusted to obtain a continuous

curve, taking 30 �C as the reference temperature. A linear

approximation was observed for the transformed ACP (J00/
bT with respect to J0/bT) in Fig. 7. Moreover, the

Table 1 Parameters of the

WLF equation and Arrhenius

law for Chinese fir wood in all

orthotropic directions

Specimens WLF Arrhenius

C1 C2 (K) DH (kcal mole-1) SE (%) DH (kcal mole-1) SE (%)

L 2.56 87.32 12.36 9.19 8.26 32.86

R 9.75 253.15 16.21 7.34 15.80 23.05

T 4.74 87.55 22.80 8.64 14.96 35.86

L (J–T effect) 1.71 72.02 9.97 5.97 5.86 28.53

WLF, William–Landel–Ferry equation, enunciated by Williams et al. [10], is given by log aT = -C1(-

T - T0)/[C2 ? (T - T0)]; C1 and C2, two WLF constants; DH, activation energy deduced from horizontal

shift factor plots of raw experimental data; SE, standard error of the estimate; L (J–T effect), experimental

data corrected by the vertical factor bT for L specimen

a

b

c

Fig. 6 Representation of the results in the approximated complex

plane (ACP) for the L (a), R (b), and T (c) specimens based on Fig. 4.

J0 and J00 Alfrey’s approximations of storage and loss compliance,

respectively (Eqs. 4, 5); J0 initial compliance; k power exponent

Fig. 7 ACP of the L specimen in Fig. 6 corrected by vertical factors

bT
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temperature dependency of bT (Fig. 8) showed an

increasing trend in bT with increasing temperature and the

values of bT[ 1. The curve of vertical shift factor bT
versus temperature exhibited two different slopes, lower/

higher than around 120 �C. The bT increased sharply when

the temperature was more than 120 �C. According to Back

and Salmén [39], the glass transition of lignin occurred at a

range between 130 and 205 �C for dry wood. Therefore,

the deviation from the threshold temperature 120 �C was

probably ascribed to the glass transition of lignin. The glass

transition of lignin intensified the reorientation of cellulose

microfibrils and caused the amount of increasing bT to be

aggravated above 120 �C.

The TTSP was applied as soon as the continuity

between individual creep curves in the ACP was satisfied.

The corrected longitudinal data by the J–T effect were

used to construct a master curve; Fig. 9 depicts the

perfectly smooth master curve accounting for the J–T ef-

fect. Furthermore, the temperature dependency of the

horizontal shift factor after correction is represented in

Fig. 5a. The temperature dependency of the horizontal

shift factor aT plots for L specimen presented difference

between raw data and data corrected by the J–T effect:

after the J–T effect correction, a lower absolute value of

aT was found. The WLF equation provided a better fitting

with the horizontal shift factor than Arrhenius law after

correction (Fig. 5a), and the parameters of the two models

are listed in Table 1. As compared to the activation

energy of raw data for the L specimen, the J–T effect

resulted in lower activation energy (Table 1). This indi-

cated that considering the J–T effect would reduce the

internal friction of wood cell wall by making the molec-

ular chain flexible, and the distortions of bond angles and

chain rotations became easier.

Creep model

Master curves were developed for Chinese fir in tension

using short-term creep tests for the L, R, and T specimens.

Power law equations were then applied for each master

curve using a nonlinear fitting procedure. Based on the

approximately straight line of experimental data in the

(transformed) ACP (Figs. 6 ‘‘R’’, ‘‘T’’, 7), the power law

model was derived as in Eq. (7):

JðtÞ ¼ J0½1 þ a � tk�; ð7Þ

where J0 is the initial compliance, k the kinetic parameter

and a the estimated parameter. The model parameters J0

and k were directly identified from the ACP (Figs. 6 ‘‘R’’,

‘‘T’’, 7) and presented with a in Table 2.

The creep model showed very good agreement between

modeled and master curves for each specimen, as illus-

trated in Fig. 10. The variation of initial compliance J0

among the L, R, and T specimens (Table 2) also confirmed

the aforementioned orthotropic compliance. According to

Douhá et al. [8], the kinetic parameter k of five tropical

species likely related to structural diversity, but the link

between them was not clear. In this study, the creep model

parameters also showed variation with grain orientation for

Chinese fir. This opened expectations on future work

Fig. 8 Vertical shift factor bT for the L specimen

Fig. 9 The master curves of raw experimental data and corrected by

the J–T effect for the L specimen

Table 2 Power law model parameters for Chinese fir wood in all

orthotropic directions

Specimens J0 (GPa-1) k a 9 10-3 (s-1) RMS error (%)

L 0.09 0.51 11.17 0.00

R 3.33 0.28 1.99 0.00

T 6.85 0.30 2.12 0.01

J0, initial compliance; k and a, power law parameters; RMS error, root

mean square error between modeled and measured compliance values
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relying on the understanding of the physical meaning of the

model parameters.

Conclusions

The validation of TTSP was a vital task prior to the prac-

tical application. In this study, a sequence of short-term

creep tests for dry wood at 10 �C interval in the tempera-

ture range of 30–150 �C was conducted in the L, R, and T

directions. The main conclusions are as follows:

• Creep compliance was dependent on temperature and

orthotropic directions. Creep was accelerated with

elevating temperature, resulting in reducing the time

required for a given deformation.

• The overlapping curves of the R and T specimens were

quite well matched than the L specimen for dry wood

only using horizontal shift factor over the temperature

range of 30–150 �C. However, the compliance curve

for the L specimen required an additional vertical shift

factor to construct a smooth master curve because of

the effect of temperature on longitudinal compliance.

• The creep model governed by a power law depicted the

master curve for each specimen and showed the

relevance between the model parameters and ACP data.

• Finally, the present work partially fills up the applica-

bility of TTSP to wood rheological properties and

provides the firsthand data on the anisotropic TTSP’s

applicability. In addition, the work successfully builds

the rheological model in three grain directions to

predict the orthotropic creep response.
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